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August   9,   2020  

Happy   Week   of   August   9th   Everyone,  

School   is   fast   approaching.   Teachers   return   to   work   in   a   couple   of   days,   and   students   return  
shortly   after.   Broward   County   is   online   for   the   students,   but   not   every   school   district   is   online.  
We   know   that   there   are   hybrid   districts   and   districts   where   all   the   students   and   the   staff   are  
returning   to   a   physical   building   environment.  

Each   way   of   return   has   its   own   set   of   anxieties.   We   cannot   tell   everyone   not   to   be   anxious.   That  
is   not   practical.   We   can   recommend,   however,   that   when   you   enter   your   new   situation   that   the  
most   important   thing   you   can   do   is   breath.   That   advice   goes   for   everyone   in   every   profession.  

Breathing   helps   the   ego   mind   to   stop   and   take   a   break.   The   ego   mind’s   main   job   is   to   protect   the  
body   and   mind   from   danger.   The   ego   mind   is   really   important;   it   prevents   us   from   walking   in   a  
fire   or   putting   our   hand   on   a   hot   stove.   In   earlier   times,   the   ego   mind   helped   to   keep   up   alive  
against   predators   like   the   saber   tooth   tiger.   The   ego   mind   is   constantly   looking   for   danger   and  
will   even   create   situations   just   so   it   will   be   “useful.”   When   we   close   our   eyes   and   take   a  
cleansing   breath   (in   through   the   nose   and   out   through   the   mouth),   our   ego   mind   relaxes,   and   we  
can   look   at   the   situation   calmly   and   use   our   logic.   Yes,   breath   is   so   important,   and   you   have   it  
with   you   at   all   times.   Just   take   a   quick   moment   and   breathe.  

Thomas   will   bring   us   a   new   meditation   tomorrow.   Align   You   Mind   entertains   us   on   Thursday.  
You   can   hear   all   of   our   meditations   and   podcasts   wherever   you   download   your   Podcast.  

We   invite   you   to   email   us   suggestions   on   our   website,   mindFULLME.org   for   podcast   and  
meditation   topics.   Please   visit   mindFULLME.org,   Apple   Podcasts,   Google   Play,   Spottily   or  
wherever   you   get   your   podcasts,   as   well   as   YouTube.   Please   do   not   forget   to   like   and   subscribe!  

Most   importantly,   thank   you   to   all   who   have   liked,   subscribed   and   followed   us.  
MindFULLME.org   is   ever   growing   and   expanding.   Please   continue   to   Heal   with   Us   and   Empty  
Your   Glass.  

The   MindFULL   ME   Board  
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